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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the main elements that a segmentationbased video coding approach should be based on so that it
can address coding eciency and content-based functionalities. Such elements can be dened as temporal linking and
rate control. The basic features of such elements are discussed
and, in both cases, a specic implementation is proposed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Coding algorithms relying on a content-based representation are becoming increasingly popular. The main dierence
between the techniques reported in the literature is the relative
importance they assign to the spatial or the motion information. In a rst set of examples 17, 5, 15], regions are characterized by their spatial homogeneity, whereas in a second set
8, 2], motion information is used as the main homogeneity criterion. Finally, examples of segmentation techniques involving
both criteria can be found in 3, 1].
This last approach oers a large number of advantages: the
spatial homogeneity allows a very accurate denition of the
regions and the processing of generic sequences because, for
example, it can deal with the appearance of new objects. The
motion homogeneity criterion is important to limit the number of regions and therefore the coding cost associated to the
partition. This limitation is generally obtained by merging
spatial regions that can be compensated together. Neighbor
regions with homogeneous motion are usually related to the
concept of objects. Such mergings can therefore allow an object representation of the scene. This representation opens the
door to content-based functionalities 7].
Segmentation techniques combining regions with motion
and spatial homogeneity should prot from all the previous
advantages. As main goals, segmentation techniques should yield partitions that correctly represent the objects in the scene
while allowing the improvement of the coding eciency. In
addition, they have to enable the temporal tracking of objects
in order to really address content-based functionalities.
In this paper, the necessary elements of a segmentationbased video coding scheme aiming at the previous goals are
discussed namely, the temporal link and the rate control. Moreover, for each one of them, a specic implementation is proposed. This discussion is structured in the paper as follows. In
Section 2, the need for a temporal link in the segmentation procedure is analyzed and a technique based on a double-partition
approach is presented. Section 3 studies the necessity of a rate
control involving a joint optimization of the segmentation and

the coding strategy and proposes a method relying on a set of
hierarchical partitions the so-called Partition Tree. Finally,
Section 4 gives the conclusions of the paper.

2 TEMPORAL LINKING

Video sequence segmentation for coding purposes should assign to an object appearing in consecutive frames the same
label (number associated to a region in the partition). This
temporal link allows the improvement of the coding eciency
while enabling content-based functionalities:
Coding eciency: Texture compensation can be applied
more eciently if the areas of homogeneous motion or texture are related through the time domain. In addition, motion compensation techniques can be used for coding the
partition sequence (contour information).
Content-based functionalities: The temporal link of the
object representation in the dierent frames permits to address the object as a single spatio-temporal entity (concept
of Video Object Plane -VOP-).

2.1 Partition projection

The temporal link between consecutive partitions can be achieved by using a Projection step in the segmentation 9, 5].
This step adapts the partition PT ;1 of frame T ; 1 to the current frame T . This link is obtained by estimating the motion
between consecutive frames and compensating PT ;1 . After
compensation, a set of markers, approximating the position
and shape of the previous regions in the current image, is obtained.
Usual Projection approaches extend the compensated regions in the current image assuming that regions are spatially
homogeneous. However, as stated in the introduction, partitions should contain regions with temporal as well as spatial
homogeneity. Therefore, an algorithm for projecting partitions
without restrictions on the type of homogeneity is necessary.

2.2 Double-partition approach

This approach extends the work presented in 9] to the case
of partitions with regions which are not spatially homogeneous. To solve this problem, the Projection block uses a double
partition approach 4]. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The partition of the previous image PT ;1 is re-segmented in
order to achieve a ner partition. This ne partition contains a
larger number of regions which are obtained by re-segmenting
the regions in PT ;1 following spatial criteria. The objective is
to guarantee the spatial homogeneity of each region.
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Projected Partition at time T
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each frame independently of the previously transmitted partitions. Therefore, there is no time tracking possibility. In
the following section, we present the concept of Partition Tree
to solve the problem of bit allocation while maintaining the
temporal linking dened by the projection.

Fine Projected Partition

Figure 1: Projection based on a double-partition approach
This ne segmentation is then projected in the current frame
so that a ne segmentation at time T is achieved. To obtain
the partition PT , only those contours of the ne projected
partition associated to the coarse partition have to be kept.
Then, the projection of a region from the coarse partition is
obtained by merging the projections of the regions that belong
to it at time T . However, this procedure does not ensure that
an actual partition is obtained. Indeed, unconnected regions
with the same label may appear after relabeling. This problem
is solved by keeping the largest component for each label and
removing the other components with the same label. A pure
2D region-growing such as the watershed algorithm is applied
to obtain the nal partition.

3 SEGMENTATION AND RATE CONTROL
3.1 A link between the analysis and the coding

Most of the segmentation-based coding schemes discussed in
the introduction have the same structure illustrated in Fig. 2
involving an analysis or segmentation step followed by a coding step. The main drawback of this coding strategy is that
there is no strong relation between the two steps. One tries
to obtain the \best" segmentation, and then, to code the partition as well as the texture with the lowest possible amount
of bits. However, high coding eciency requires a strong interaction between the segmentation and coding steps. Indeed,
the segmentation should depend on the set of available coding
techniques.
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Figure 3: Joint optimization of the segmentation and of
the coding strategy

3.2 Partition Tree and optimization

Besides dening the universe of regions for the Decision, the
Partition Tree 10] relates each region to a region belonging
to the projected partition and structures this information in
a hierarchical way. The rst requirement is used in order to
maintain the temporal linking between regions in successive
frames, whereas the second one is useful to limit the complexity of the Decision process.
The creation of the Partition Tree is illustrated on the left
side of Fig. 4. The idea consists in creating variations with
respect to the projected partition, that is to create new regions either by segmentation or by merging of already known
regions. The Partition Tree is formed by the projected partition plus a set of hierarchical partitions that are \above" and
\below".
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Figure 2: \Segmentation and (then) coding" structure
Based on the work done for bit allocation reported in
16, 11], a solution for an optimal denition of a partition
and of the set of coding techniques to be used in each region
is proposed in 12]. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the link between
the analysis and coding steps can be achieved by introducing a
Decision block and by modifying the objective of the analysis
phase. Now, the goal of the analysis is to create not a single
partition but a universe of regions out of which the optimal
partition will be constructed. Based on this universe of regions
and on the denition of a set of possible coding techniques, the
objective of the Decision is to select the optimum set of regions to form the nal partition and to dene how each region
should be coded. In 12], the universe of regions is dened for
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Figure 4: Partition Tree and bit allocation
Below the projected partition, several levels of ner partitions are created. The partitions are ner in the sense that
they involve a larger number of regions and that the contours
present at a given level are also present at lower levels. This
procedure can be viewed as a hierarchical segmentation splitting regions of a given level to produce the regions of the next
lower level 13, 15]. The segmentation criterion relies on the
spatial homogeneity. Indeed, one of the main objectives of
these segmentation steps is to introduce in the universe of regions new regions that can represent objects appearing in the
scene. This explains why the procedure is purely spatial and
does not take into account any motion information.
Above the projected partition, several levels of coarser partitions are created. Here, regions are merged if they can be
processed globally, that is, if they can be compensated by the

same motion information. Merging regions on the basis of
their homogeneity in motion reduces the partition coding cost
and goes closer to the notion of objects.
As can be seen, the Partition Tree denes the universe of
possible regions and relates each region to the projected partition: on upper levels of the tree, regions are obtained by
merging of projected regions, whereas on lower levels, regions
are obtained by segmentation of projected regions. Note that
the regions belonging to the Partition Tree can be homogeneous either spatially (lower levels of the tree) or in motion
(upper levels of the tree). Finally, no decision is made concerning the actual partition to be coded. The objective is simply
to dene a reduced set of regions that are likely to be part of
the optimum partition.
The decision process itself is illustrated on the right side of
Fig. 4. The Decision block selects the best strategy in terms of
regions and coding techniques. The Partition Tree contains all
regions that may belong to the nal partition for each of them,
a set of possible coding techniques involving several regionbased coding schemes with various levels of quality is proposed.
Note that techniques can be proposed in intra mode (coding
of the original signal) or in inter mode (motion compensation
of the region and coding of the prediction error).
To dene the coding strategy in the Rate-Distortion sense,
the rate and distortion associated to each region of the Partition Tree and to each possible coding technique are computed.
Based on this information, the optimization can be performed
using the technique discussed in 11, 12]. The problem can
be formulated as the minimization of the distortion D of the
image with the restriction that the total cost R is below a given budget (dened for each frame). It has been shown that
this problem can be reformulated as the minimization of the
Lagrangian: D + R where  is the so-called Lagrange parameter. Both problems have the same solution if we nd 
such that R is equal (or very close) to the budget. Therefore, the problem consists in nding a set of regions creating a
partition and a set of coding techniques minimizing D +  R.
Thanks to the hierarchical structure created by the Partition
Tree fast optimization algorithms can be used (see 12, 6] for
more details).

3.3 Examples

An example of Partition Tree creation and decision process
is given in Fig. 5. The image on the rst row corresponds to
the partition of the previous frame. This partition is projected
and the projected partition can be seen in the center of the
second row. This step denes the time evolution of the previously transmitted regions. Based on the projected partition,
the Partition Tree is created: in the example of Fig. 5, levels
1 and 2 are obtained by hierarchical segmentation following
a spatial homogeneity criterion. Note in particular, how regions representing details of the face or of the background are
introduced in the universe of regions. Levels 4 and 5 are created by merging regions with similar motion. Note here how
background regions are merged because of their homogeneity
in motion. The nal partition is shown in the center of the
lower row. In this partition, some regions are homogeneous
in terms of gray level (regions corresponding to homogeneous
part of the building) and others are homogeneous in motion
(region corresponding to the face). Finally, the original as well
as the resulting coded frames are shown in the lower row. The
coding has been achieved using the algorithm described in 14]

where more details can be found about the motion estimation/compensation and the coding techniques actually used.
Sequ. Kbit/s Dec. Motion Part. Texture
Foreman
42
1.8 % 4.2 % 19.0 % 75.0 %
Children 320 1.0 % 2.1 % 8.9 % 88.0 %

Table 1: Bit allocation for two examples
The bit allocation among the dierent types of information
to be sent for two examples are summarized in Table 1. Note
that the bit rates involved in the two examples are very dierent. As a result, the Decision algorithm has selected a quite
dierent strategy for the two bit rates: for low bit rates almost
20 % of the bitstream is devoted to the partition information
whereas less than 10% is used for this type of information for
higher bit rates. These gures illustrate one of the claims of
second generation coding techniques stating that, at low bitrates, contour information becomes more important than at
high bitrates.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed the importance of temporal linking and joint optimization of the partition and of the
coding strategy for segmentation-based video coding schemes.
Temporal linking is an important feature allowing motion compensation of the partition information as well as of the texture.
Moreover, it opens the door to content-based functionalities
where objects have to be tracked in time. We have proposed a
double-partition Projection that allows the linking of regions
in consecutive partitions without any assumption on the type
of homogeneity of the regions.
The joint optimization of the partition and of the coding
strategy is necessary to reach a high coding eciency. The
notion of Partition Tree has been proposed as a technique to
create a universe of regions structured in a suitable way for
the optimization. It also relates these regions with previously
coded regions. This approach provides some exibility to the
coding scheme: one can easily introduce a new coding technique and the decision step will modify the partition to take
full benet of the new coding technique. Content-based functionalities involving the selective coding of some areas is also
very easy to implement. One has simply to track the regions
of interest with the projection and to assign dierent weights
to the distortions inside and outside the regions of interest.
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